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Abstra t
We study aterpillar tree automata [3℄ that are restri ted to enter
any subtree at most one time (or

k

times). We show that, somewhat

surprisingly, the deterministi one-visit automata

an already, for in-

stan e, evaluate trees where the nodes represent some non-asso iative
operations. We show that there exist regular tree languages that annot be a

epted by a one-visit automaton, thus proving a weakened

form of a onje ture of Br
uggemann-Klein and Wood [3℄. We establish
that the

1

k -visit

property is de idable.

Introdu tion

Re ently formal properties and grammati al hara terizations of SGML and
XML do uments have been investigated in [1, 2, 3℄. The work involves several lassi al language-theoreti methods. For fundamental issues on erning
markup languages see also [10℄.
Caterpillar expressions and automata were introdu ed by BruggemannKlein and Wood [3℄ for appli ations in spe ifying style sheets for XML do uments and in tree pattern mat hing. A aterpillar automaton moves around a
tree using a sequen e of atomi moves and tests de ned by a ontext-mapping
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of a regular language. In an atomi move the automaton an move from the
urrent node of the tree to its parent or to one of the hildren. It is shown
in [3℄ that tree languages a epted by aterpillar automata are regular. The
authors onje ture that this in lusion is stri t.
Although it seems very likely that aterpillar automata annot a ept
all regular tree languages, we show that they an perform some surprising
omputations. We show, for example, that aterpillars an evaluate trees
where the internal binary nodes represent addition and subtra tion modulo
k. In all the example \ aterpillar algorithms" onsidered here and in [3℄
it is suÆ ient for the automaton to visit any given subtree at most on e.
In fa t, usually the omputations an be performed by traversing the tree
depth- rst in left-to-right order. These observations motivate our de nitions
of left-to-right (LRCAT) and one-visit (1-CAT) aterpillar automata.
It is fairly easy to see that LRCAT automata annot a ept all regular
tree languages. We prove that there exist regular tree languages that annot
be a epted by any deterministi one-visit automaton. The same onstru tion establishes that two-visit aterpillars are stri tly more powerful than the
1-CAT automata. We do not know whether the (deterministi or nondeterministi ) k-visit hierar hy is stri t with respe t to k. Note that any a epting
omputation of a xed aterpillar automaton an visit any subtree at most a
onstant number of times (where the onstant depends on the automaton).
We show that given a aterpillar automaton A it is de idable whether A has
the one-visit property or whether A admits a loop.
The onje ture from [3℄ that the family of tree languages a epted by
general aterpillar automata is stri tly in luded in the regular tree languages
remains open. It should be noted that [7, 8, 9℄ onsider nite tree-walking
automata and show that the nondeterministi tree-walking automata are
stri tly more powerful than the deterministi ones and the tree languages
a epted by the nondeterministi variant are stri tly in luded in the regular
tree languages. However, an essential di eren e to aterpillar automata is
that when making an upward move the tree-walking automata of [7, 8, 9℄
annot determine from whi h des endant of the target node the move originated. Be ause of this the tree-walking automata an be shown to be unable
to traverse all nodes of a balan ed tree of suÆ ient height. On the other
hand, aterpillar automata an systemati ally traverse all nodes of an arbitrary tree [3℄. The alternating tree-walking automata a ept exa tly the
regular tree languages [9℄. On the other hand, parallel two-way tree automata
also do not re ognize more than the regular tree languages [4℄.
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The organization of the paper is as follows. In the next se tion we re all
some basi de nitions on erning trees, de ne the aterpillar tree automata,
as well as present several examples. For ease of presentation we slightly
modify the original de nition of aterpillars from [3℄. In the third se tion we
dis uss the one-visit aterpillar automata and the last se tion des ribes some
open problems.
2

Caterpillar tree automata

We assume the reader to be familiar with nite tree automata and only brie y
re all the de nitions needed here. For all unexplained notions the reader may
onsult [5, 6℄.
The ardinality of a nite set S is #S . For m 2 N we denote [m℄ =
f1; : : : ; mg.
A ranked alphabet is a pair (; r) where  is a nite set and r :  !
N [ f0g is a fun tion that asso iates with ea h element  2  its rank r( ).
The set of elements of rank m is  , m  0. Instead of (; r), we will usually
speak of the ranked alphabet  and assume that r is known. The set of trees
(or terms) over , F is the smallest set S satisfying the ondition: if m  0,
 2  and t1 ; : : : ; t 2 S then  (t1 ; : : : ; t ) 2 S .
We assume that notions su h as the root, a leaf, a subtree and the height
of a tree are known. We use the onvention that the height of a single node
tree is zero. Let t be a tree and u some node of t. The subtree of t at node
u is denoted t . The tree obtained from t by repla ing the subtree at node u
with a tree s is denoted t[u s℄.
A nondeterministi bottom-up tree automaton is a onstru t A =
(; Q; Q ; g) where  is a ranked alphabet, Q is a nite set of states, Q  Q
is a set of a epting states and g asso iates to ea h  2  a mapping
 : Q ! 2 , m  0. For ea h t =  (t1 ; : : : ; t ) 2 F we de ne indu tively the set t  Q by setting q 2 t if and only if there exist q 2 (t ) ,
i = 1; : : : ; m, su h that q 2  (q1 ; : : : ; q ). (Intuitively, t onsists of the
states of Q that A may rea h at the root of t.) The tree language a epted
by A is L(A) = ft 2 f j t \ Q 6= ;g. The nondeterministi (bottom-up or
top-down) tree automata a ept the family of regular tree languages [5, 6℄.
Next we de ne the aterpillar tree automata. A aterpillar onsists of a
single (read-only) nite state ontrol that an make atomi moves either to
the parent (up-move) or to one of the hildren (down-move) of the urrent
m
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node. The original de nition of aterpillars in [3℄ was motivated by ontext
spe i ation and evaluation in markup languages and for this reason the
de nition there uses a regular language to ontrol the movements of (i.e.,
de ne a ontext mapping for) a aterpillar. We are mainly interested in
proving properties of tree languages a epted by aterpillar automata and
for our purposes it is more onvenient to dire tly spe ify a transition relation
that gives the next move(s) of the automaton in its urrent state.
A di eren e to [3℄ is that we onsider only trees where the nodes have a
bounded number of hildren. This makes the notations simpler sin e we an
use a ranked alphabet to label nodes of the trees. In terms of our main result
(whi h is a negative result stating that there exist regular tree languages
that annot be a epted by ertain type aterpillars) this restri tion learly
does not ause any loss of generality. Also when the nodes of the trees have
bounded arity, it is natural to allow the aterpillars to make down-moves
to any of the des endants. Then we do not need moves to the siblings of
the urrent nodes and also an eliminate test instru tions that determine
whether the urrent node is the leftmost or the rightmost des endant of its
parent. In our de nition an up-move impli itly determines this information.
Note that in the original de nition given in [3℄, a down-move an be made
only to the leftmost or the rightmost hild and then the automaton an move
from one sibling to the next (or previous) sibling, as well as, test whether it
is lo ated in the leftmost or the rightmost sibling.
Another minor di eren e is that the original de nition allows the aterpillar to test when it is at the root of the tree. In order to avoid additional
notations we do not in lude this apability, and instead assume that the input tree is augmented with a spe ial unary stump, as illustrated in Figure 1.
Adding the stump to a tree is basi ally the same as adding begin and end
markers to words, and has the advantage of being a more uniform tool than
an expli it root predi ate.
De nition 2.1 Let  be a ranked alphabet. Then the augmented alphabet
0 is de ned as 0 =  [ fstumpg, where stump (stump 2= ) is a symbol of
rank one, and onsequently,

0

m

=



 [ fstumpg; if m = 1

otherwise
m

m

(2.1)

Now, given an arbitrary tree t 2 F , denote the tree t augmented with a
stump as t0 = stump(t) (see Figure 1).
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t

Figure 1: (a) An arbitrary tree t; (b) t augmented with stump, denoted as t0 .
De nition 2.2 Let  be a ranked alphabet and M = maxfm j 0 =
6 ;g.
A aterpillar (tree) automaton is a tuple
m

A = (; Q; q0 ; Q ; f )

(2.2)

F

where Q is the nite set of states, q0 2 Q is the initial state, Q
set of a epting states, and
M
f : 0  Q ! 2fdowngf1 g [ fupg
;:::;M

Q

F

 Q is the
(2.3)

Q

is the state transition fun tion, in whi h (i) elements of the form (down; i; q )
instru t the automaton to go to the i-th des endant of the urrent node and
swit h to state q , while (ii) an element of the form (up; q1 ; : : : ; q ) means
that the automaton should go to the prede essor of the urrent node (whi h
has the urrent node as the i-th des endant) and swit h to the state q . Note
that the new state after an up-move depends on the dire tion from where the
automaton ame from. For obvious reasons, it is required that 1 6 i 6 r( )
whenever f (; q ) 3 (down; i; q 0) and that f (stump; q ) 63 (up; q1 ; : : : q ) for
any q; q1 ; : : : ; q 2 Q.
The aterpillar A is said to be deterministi if for any pair (; q ) 2 0  Q
it holds that #f (; q ) = 1; otherwise A is nondeterministi .
For deterministi aterpillars it is onvenient to rede ne f as
M

i

m

m

f : 0  Q ! fdowngf1; : : : ; M g Q

[ fupg Q

M

(2.4)

Now we an de ne the omputations of and the tree language a epted
by a aterpillar automaton.
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De nition 2.3 Let  be a ranked alphabet. Let A be a aterpillar automaton. De ne a ranked alphabet = 0 [ (0  Q), and let where

= 0 [ f(; q) j  2 0 ; q 2 Qg:

m

m

m

An -tree t is an A- on guration if t ontains exa tly one node labeled by an
element of 0  Q. The set of A- on gurations is denoted Con g(A). The
relation de ning single-step omputations of A, `  Con g(A)  Con g(A),
is de ned as follows. Let C; C 0 2 Con g(A). Then C ` C 0 if and only if
one of the following possibilities holds:
A

A

(i) C ontains a subtree
t = (; q )(t1 ; : : : ; t 1 ;  (r1 ; : : : ; r ); t +1 ; : : : ; t );
 2 0 ;  2 0 ; q 2 Q; 1  i  m
i

n

m

i

m

n

and C 0 is obtained from C by repla ing t with

 (t1 ; : : : ; t 1 ; (; q 0 )(r1 ; : : : ; r ); t +1 ; : : : ; t );
i

n

i

m

where (down; i; q 0 ) 2 f (; q ). This represents a down-move of A to the
ith hild of the node where the reading head is in C .

(ii) C ontains a subtree
t =  (t1 ; : : : ; t 1 ; (; q )(r1 ; : : : ; r ); t +1 ; : : : ; t );
 2 0 ;  2 0 ; q 2 Q; 1  i  n
i

m

m

i

n

n

and C 0 is obtained from C by repla ing t with

(; q )(t1; : : : ; t 1 ; (r1; : : : ; r ); t +1; : : : ; t );
where (up; q1 ; : : : ; q ) 2 f (; q ). This represents an up-move of A to
i

i

m

i

n

M

the parent of the node u where the reading head is in C . In this ase
we know that u is the ith hild of its parent.

Let t 2 F . The initial on guration orresponding to t is

init(t) = (stump; q0 )(t):
Intuitively, this means that the aterpillar begins the omputation at the stump
of the augmented tree t0 .
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A on guration C 2 Con g(A) is a epting if the root of C ( orresponding to the stump of t0 ) is labeled by a symbol (stump; q ) where q 2 Q . The
tree language a epted by the aterpillar automaton A is
F

L(A) = ft 2 F j init(t) ` C for some a epting on guration C g:
A

The lass of deterministi (respe tively, nondeterministi ) aterpillar automata is denoted CAT (respe tively, NCAT ). The family of tree languages
a epted by a (sub) lass X of aterpillar automata is denoted L(X ).
If A is a deterministi aterpillar, for any on guration C there exists at
most one on guration C 0 su h that C ` C 0.
It is lear that the automata de ned in De nitions 2.2 and 2.3 a ept the
same family of tree languages as the aterpillars of [3℄ when restri ted to trees
of bounded arity. In the original de nition, the movement of the aterpillar
is ontrolled by a sequen e of instru tions, and the set of su h sequen es is a
regular language. Thus possible ontrol sequen es an be simulated by our
model with a nite ontrol together with a set of allowed transitions, and vi e
versa. We leave the details of the onstru tions needed for the simulations
to the interested reader.
Furthermore, the automata given in De nition 2.2 ould in a natural way
be extended to operate on trees of unbounded arity if we allow moves from
one sibling to the next or the previous sibling as in [3℄.
A

Proposition 2.4 [3℄ L(NCAT ) is in luded in the family of regular tree languages.

It was onje tured in [3℄ that the above in lusion is stri t. We believe that
the onje ture is true, however it turns out that deterministi aterpillars an
already perform fairly surprising omputations. This indi ates that it may
be diÆ ult to nd a proof for the onje ture.
Let us onsider several examples of quite nontrivial tree languages that
an be re ognized already by deterministi aterpillar automata in a single
left-to-right traversal of a tree.
Example 1 A aterpillar automaton for evaluation of Boolean expressions
with onjun tion, disjun tion and negation.
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Let  = 0 [ 1 [ 2 , where 0 = f0; 1g, 1 = f:g and 2 = f_; ^g.
For every tree t 2 F , de ne its value (0 or 1):

v (0) = 0
v (1) = 1



1; if v(t) = 0
0; if v(t) = 1

if v(t0 ) = 1 and v(t00) = 1
0
00
v (^(t ; t )) = 01; otherwise

if v(t0 ) = 1 or v(t00 ) = 1
0
00
v (_(t ; t )) = 01; otherwise
v (:(t)) =

(2.5a)
(2.5b)
(2.5 )
(2.5d)
(2.5e)

The task we shall now onsider is to ompute the value of a given tree,
or, to formulate it as a de ision problem, whether a given tree has value 1.
De ne the tree language L = ft j v (t) = 1g.

At the rst glan e, the problem an seem to be in omputable by deterministi aterpillar automata, be ause, on e an automaton returns from the
se ond subtree of a ertain onjun tion or disjun tion node, it will have to
re all the value of the rst subtree, and nite memory is not enough to store
the values of all su h rst subtrees. However, as we shall now demonstrate,
this intuition is wrong, be ause the very position of the aterpillar in the tree
an be used to store all the ne essary information.
Let us onstru t a deterministi left-to-right aterpillar automaton to
re ognize the trees from L. The set of states is de ned as fug[fl; rgf0; 1g,
where u means \just ame from above", while every pair (l; b) or (r; b) (b 2
f0; 1g) indi ates that the automaton just ame from left (right) des endant
of the urrent node (in ase of a unary node, let us all its des endant left)
and omputed the value b.
 Whenever the automaton enters a onjun tion node from above in the
state u, it goes dire tly into its rst des endant. When it returns from
the rst subtree { i.e., whenever the automaton enters a onjun tion
node from below/left in the state (l; 0) or (l; 1) { it has omputed the
value of this subtree.
If it is zero { i.e., the state is (l; 0), { then the value of the onjun tion
is also learly zero, and the automaton goes dire tly upward, returning
0 (see Figure 2(a)) and thus enters the state (l; 0) or (r; 0).
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(a)

l/r 0

(b)

l/r 0

(c)

u

u
u

u

l1 r1
u

u

1

1

0

1

0

u
l1 r0
u

l0

l/r 1

Figure 2: Evaluation of Boolean expressions: Treatment of onjun tion.
If it is one, then the automaton goes to the right subtree. When it
returns from there { i.e., whenever the automaton enters a onjun tion
node from below/right in the state (r; 0) or (r; 1), { it has omputed
the value of the right subtree. Sin e it ould ome into this subtree
only in the ase the left subtree has value one, the value of the right
subtree is the value of the whole onjun tion, and the automaton goes
upward, returning this value (see Figure 2(b) and ( )) and entering the
state (l; 0) or (r; 0) if it is now in the state (r; 0), and the state (l; 1) or
(r; 1) if it is now in (r; 1).
 The same is done for a disjun tion node: the left subtree is traversed
rst, and if it evaluates to 1, then the value 1 an be returned immediately (see Figure 3(a)); otherwise, the right subtree is traversed, and
if it evaluates to 1, then 1 is returned (as in Figure 3(b)), and if it
evaluates to 0, then 0 is returned (as in Figure 3( )).
(a)

l/r 1

(b)

l/r 1
u

u
l1
u

1

0

l/r 0
u

l0 r1
u

u

1

(c)

l0 r0
u

u

0

0

Figure 3: Evaluation of Boolean expressions: Treatment of disjun tion.

 Whenever the automaton enters a negation node, it goes down, om9

putes the value of the subtree, and then negates that value and returns
it upward: if the subtree evaluates to 0, then 1 is returned (see Figure
4(a)), and if the subtree evaluates to 1, then 0 is returned (see Figure
4(b)).
(a)

l/r 1
u

(b)

l/r 0 (c)

(d)

u
l1

l0

l/r 0
u

u

u

0

l/r 1
u

0

1

1

Figure 4: Evaluation of Boolean expressions: Treatment of negation and
onstants.

 Whenever the automaton enters a leaf labeled with 0 (1), it returns

zero (one), as illustrated in Figure 4( ) and (d).
Now it suÆ es to de ne the initial state as u and set of a epting states
as f(l; 1)g.

Example 2 A aterpillar automaton for omputing sum and di eren e modulo k.
Fix an integer k > 2, and let  = 0 [ 2 , where the leaves 0 =
f0; : : : ; k 1g are onstant symbols, while the binary nodes 2 = f; g
represent sum and di eren e modulo k respe tively.
As in the previous example, we de ne the value of a tree from F as
v (i) = i (for all i : 0 6 i < k)
v ((t0 ; t00 )) = v (t0 ) + v (t00 ) (mod k)
v ( (t0 ; t00 )) = v (t0 ) v (t00 ) (mod k)

(2.6a)
(2.6b)
(2.6 )

Again, we formulate the task of omputing the value of a tree as a de ision
problem of determining whether a given tree has some xed value (let it be,
for instan e, 1), and look for a aterpillar automaton to re ognize the tree
language L = ft j v (t) = 1g.
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Even in the simplest ase of k = 2, where both  and degrade to
ex lusive or, the problem annot be solved using the methods of Example
1, be ause, on e the automaton returns from the left des endant of a binary
node, it should visit the right subtree regardless of the value of the left,
while nite memory will de nitely not be enough to store the values of all
the traversed left subtrees. However, in this ase a di erent very simple
te hnique is appli able: sin e sum modulo 2 is asso iative, one an simply
traverse all the leaves from left to right, storing the sum of the visited leaves
in nite state ontrol.
The ase of sum and di eren e modulo k for k > 3 is not so trivial, sin e
one of the operators is neither asso iative nor ommutative. But still the
above method an be extended for this ase, if we noti e that the value of
a tree an be written as the sum of all its leaves in the left-to-right order,
ea h with a plus or minus sign. For instan e, the sample tree in Figure 5(a)
denotes the expression
(4  1) ((1  (2 2)) (3 1))

(2.7)

whi h an be rewritten as
41 1 223 1

(2.8)

A leaf is in luded with a positive sign if and only if the number of subtra tions above is even { i.e., if the path from the root node to this leaf ontains
an even number of right ar s going out of nodes. Thus it suÆ es to store
this number modulo 2 in ourse of the omputation and use it in every leaf
to determine whether the leaf's value should be added to or subtra ted from
the a umulated sum.
De ne the set of states as Q = fu; l; rg  f0; : : : ; k 1g  f+; g, where
the rst omponent of every triple determines the dire tion, from whi h the
automaton just ame, the se ond omponent holds the urrent value of the
sum (modulo k), and the third omponent re ords (modulo 2) the number of
right ar s on the path from the root to the urrent node, and onsequently
determines whether the values in the leaves are added to or subtra ted from
the sum.
The initial state of the automaton is (u; 0; +). The a epting states are
(r; 1; +) and (r; 1; ). The omputation of this automaton for the ase k = 5
on the sample tree is illustrated in Figure 5(b).
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(a)

stump
u0+ r1+

(b)

u0+
1

r1-

l0+
u0+
l4+

u0+
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1

1

l4u0l4-

u0-

1

3

0

2

u4+

r4-

u4+

2

r1+

u0-

r0+

4

0

u4-

1

u4+
r4+

r1l2+
u2-

l2u4-

2

u2+

Figure 5: Computing sum and di eren e modulo k = 5: (a) A sample tree;
(b) The omputation on this tree.
3

One-visit automata

The omputations of the aterpillars onsidered in the examples of the previous se tion are deterministi and, furthermore, traverse the input trees in
a spe i ed order that visits any subtree at most on e. The same is true for
the examples onsidered in [3℄. At rst sight it might seem possible that any
aterpillar omputation ould be performed using a strategy that visits ea h
subtree at most on e. These observations motivate the following de nitions
of restri ted types of aterpillar automata.
De nition 3.1 Let A be a deterministi aterpillar automaton. Consider
a omputation of A on an input tree t and let s be a subtree of t. Ea h
down-move to the root of s is said to be a visit to the subtree s.

(i) We say that A is a left-to-right automaton if A traverses ea h input tree

in depth- rst left-to-right order. The automaton is allowed to omit
visiting some subtrees. The family of left-to-right automata is denoted
LRCAT.

(ii) We say that A is a k-visit automaton, k  1, if on any input tree t, A
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visits any subtree of t at most k times. The family of k-visit automata
is denoted k-CAT.

Remark 1 Our de nition allows aterpillars to make a down-move to any
of the hildren, whereas the original de nition of [3℄ allows down-moves only
to the leftmost and the rightmost hild and then moves from one sibling to
another. Thus a one-visit (or a k-visit) automaton as de ned here ould not
be dire tly simulated by a aterpillar as originally de ned that is allowed to
visit any subtree only on e (or k times). Of ourse when the nodes have
bounded arity, also the original de nition of aterpillars an in a natural way
be modi ed to in lude down-moves to any of the hildren.

A left-to-right aterpillar is a spe ial ase of a one-visit aterpillar. It
is immediate that the transition relation of the aterpillar an be made to
dire tly enfor e a left-to-right strategy: the states of the automaton an
simply ontain an additional omponent that is used to guarantee that any
input tree an be traversed only in left-to-right order. On the other hand,
given an arbitrary aterpillar automaton A it is not ne essarily immediately
lear whether A satis es the one-visit property (or more generally, the k-visit
property). The following result guarantees that the k-visit property an be
e e tively determined.
Theorem 3.2 Given k  1 and an arbitrary deterministi aterpillar automaton A = (; Q; q0 ; Q ; f ) we an de ide whether or not A is a k-visit
automaton.
F

Proof sket h. We only give an outline of the proof whi h uses standard tree
automata arguments. Assume that A is not a k-visit automaton and let t be
a tree su h that the omputation of A on t violates the k-visit property. Let

init(t) = C0 ` C1 ` : : : ` C ;
A

A

A

m

be the pre x (denoted by ) of the omputation of A on t su h that in
the step C 1 ` C the aterpillar for the rst time violates the k-visit
property by making a down-move to a node n0 for the (k + 1)-st time. For
ea h node u of t, let [u℄ be the sequen e
t

m

A

m

t

(q1 ; p1; q2; p2; : : :)
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where q is the state of A just after A made the ith down-move into u in ,
and p is the state of A just before A made the ith up-move from the node u
in . (Note that the sequen e may end either with a q or a p state.) For
any node u 6= n0, the length of the sequen e [u℄ is at most 2k.
Consider any nodes u and u0 of t su h that the following holds
(i) [u℄ = [u0℄,
(ii) u0 is a (not ne essarily dire t) des endant of u,
(iii) the node n0 is not ontained in t or it is ontained in t .
Then the automaton A has a omputation also on t[u t ℄ that violates
the k-visit property. (Conditions (i) and (ii) guarantee that the substitution
u
t does not hange anything in the part \outside of subtree t " or
\inside of subtree t ". On the other hand, (ii), (iii) guarantee that the node
n0 does not \be ome deleted" in the substitution u t .)
Thus as long as t has height greater than some onstant depending only
on the automaton A, we an always nd distin t nodes u and u0 of t that
satisfy the above three onditions. In this ase we an onstru t a stri tly
smaller tree t0 = t[u t ℄ su h that the automaton A violates the k-visit
property also on t0 .
The above means that in order to he k whether A satis es the k-visit
property it is suÆ ient to onsider the omputations of A on a nite set of
trees S , where S an be e e tively determined.
The above proof gives only a very ineÆ ient brute-for e method for testing
the k-visit property. It would be interesting to know whether at least the
one-visit property ould be tested in polynomial time.
Note that even a deterministi aterpillar automaton may enter an in nite
loop and this happens exa tly then when it visits some subtree m times where
m is greater than the number of states. As a onsequen e of Theorem 3.2 we
have:
i

t

i

t

j

j

t

t

t

u0

u

u0

u0

u

u0

u0

u0

Corollary 3.3 Given a deterministi aterpillar automaton A we an e e tively de ide whether or not A admits an in nite loop.

The de nition of the k-visit property ould be extended in the natural
way for nondeterministi aterpillars by requiring that any a epted tree is
a epted by a omputation that visits any subtree at most k times. However,
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we do not know whether the de idability result of Theorem 3.2 would hold
for nondeterministi automata.
We want to show that there exist regular tree languages that annot be
a epted by a deterministi one-visit automaton. First we onstru t a regular
tree language that annot be a epted by a left-to-right automaton. The
below lemma is a dire t onsequen e of Theorem 3.5 below and we present
it only be ause the later result uses an extension of this simple proof.
Lemma 3.4 There exist regular tree languages that do not belong to
L(LRCAT ).
Proof. Choose  = 0 [ 3 where 0 = f0; 1g and 3 = ff g. For any
w = i1 i2    i , i 2 f0; 1g, j = 1; : : : m, de ne the -tree
m

j

t = f (i1 ; f (i2 ; : : : ; f (i 1 ; f (i ; i ; i ); i 1 ) : : : ; i2 ); i1 )
w

m

m

m

m

m

(see Figure 6(a)), and let
L = ft

w

j w 2 f0; 1g+g:

Clearly L is regular. For the sake of ontradi tion assume that L is a epted
by a left-to-right aterpillar A = (; Q; q0; Q ; f ).
Consider an arbitrary t 2 L. A left leaf (respe tively, a right leaf) of t
is a leaf that is a left hild (respe tively, a right hild) of some node labeled
by f . The tree t has a unique middle leaf that is middle hild of a node
labeled by f . On any t 2 L, A rea hes the middle leaf after visiting all the
left leaves and before visiting any of the right leaves.
Choose m so that 2 > #Q. Thus there exist w; w0 2 f0; 1g , w 6= w0,
su h that A rea hes the middle leaf of both t and t in the same state q.
Let t be the tree obtained from t by repla ing all the right leaves by the
orresponding right leaves of t . Sin e A enters the middle leaf of t in state
q , A has to a ept t. On the other hand, sin e w 6= w0 we have t 62 L.
It is lear that a one-visit aterpillar an a ept the tree language L
from the above proof by deterministi ally omparing the leftmost and the
rightmost leaf at ea h level and then ontinuing to he k the middle subtree.
However, we an fool also an arbitrary one-visit automaton if the pairs of
leaves have to be ompared with respe t to any possible path. This idea is
formalized as follows.
F

w

w

w

w

m

m

w

w

w

0
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w0

Let  = 0 [ 3, 3 = ff g, be a ranked alphabet that ontains one
ternary symbol and some nullary symbols. We de ne the tree language L()
to onsist of all -trees that an be onstru ted using the below rules a nite
number of times.
(i) For ea h x 2 0 , the tree f (x; x; x) is in L().
(ii) If t 2 L() and x 2 0 , then the trees
f (t; x; x); f (x; t; x); f (x; x; t)

are also in L().
Ea h tree t 2 L() ontains a unique path from the root to a node of height
one su h that all nodes of this path are labeled by the symbol f . This is
alled the main path of t, mp(t). The two (or three, in the ase of the last
node) leaves onne ted to ea h node of mp(t) have to be identi al, see Figure
6(b).
The tree language L() an be viewed as a generalization of the tree
language onstru ted in the proof of Lemma 3.4 where the main path of a
tree t an ontinue at any of the three hilds of a given node. The idea
is to prevent, on suitably hosen inputs, a deterministi automaton from
\ nding" the main path without looking at some of the leaves, and thus
prevent a deterministi one-visit automaton from using a strategy analogous
to the one mentioned after Lemma 3.4.
Theorem 3.5 There exist regular tree languages that are not in L(1-CAT).
Proof. Choose  = 0 [ 3 , 0 = f1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7g, 3 = ff g, and let
L() be as above. Clearly L() is regular so in order to prove the laim it
is suÆ ient to show that L() 62 L(1-CAT).
For the sake of ontradi tion assume that L() is a epted by a deterministi one-visit automaton A = (; Q; q0 ; Q ; f ). Without loss of generality
F

we an assume that

if A a epts a tree t, then A visits all leaves of t.

(3.9)

If the above were not true, A would learly a ept also trees not in L().
(The automaton A may reje t inputs without visiting all the leaves.)
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f

(a)

f

i1

f

(b)

x1

i1

(c)
f

x1

f

f

i2

x2

i2
f

x2

f

i3

x3

i3

f

f

f
im-1
im

x3

im

f

xn-1

im-1

xn

im

xn-1
xn

xn

Figure 6: (a) A tree t 1 2 m from Lemma 3.4; (b) A tree from Theorem 3.5
and its main path; ( ) A skeletal tree orresponding to a possible des ent.
i i :::i

To ea h tree t 2 L() we asso iate the leaf-word of t, l (t) 2 0 , where
m is the height of t. If t = f (x; x; x), x 2 0 , we de ne l (t) = x. If t is of
the form f (t0; x; x), f (x; t0; x) or f (x; x; t0 ), t0 2 L(), x 2 0 , we de ne
m

w

w

l (t) = x  l (t0 ):
w

w

Note that l (t) is de ned only for trees t 2 L().
Let z 2 0 , m  1, be an arbitrary xed word. We laim that there
exists a unique tree t( ) 2 L() su h that both of the following onditions
hold:
(i) t( ) has height m and l (t( ) ) = z.
(ii) The omputation of A on t( ) rea hes the last node of mp(t( ) ) labeled
with f after visiting exa tly one of the leaves asso iated with ea h of
the earlier nodes of mp(t( ) ).
w

m

z

z

w

z

z

z

z
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We onstru t t( ) as follows. The root of t( ) is labeled by f . Let fi1; i2 ; i3g =
f1; 2; 3g and assume that when A is started in state q0 at a node labeled by f
it rst makes a down-move to the i1 -th hild. Then we hoose that the i1 -th
hild is labeled by the rst symbol of z. After this A ne essarily makes an
up-move followed by a down-move either to the i2 -th or i3 -th hild, w.l.o.g.
assume that this is the i2-th hild. We onstru t t( ) so that the main path
mp(t) ontinues at the i2 -th hild of the root, and thus this node is labeled
again by f . Note that A arrives at the i2-th hild in a state q that depends
only on (the rst symbol of) z.
Now the state q determines uniquely the hild of the urrent node to
whi h A makes a down-move. Property (3.9) implies that if m > 1, A has
to make a down-move. We label this node with the se ond symbol of z.
After this A has to make an up move, and then a down-move to a hild that
depends now only on the rst two symbols of z.
Thus we see that t( ) an always be onstru ted so that (ii) holds and,
sin e A is deterministi , for given z the onstru tion is unique.
This kind of des ent of A through a tree t( ) is depi ted in Figure 6( ),
in whi h the bla k nodes and ar s are those visited in ourse of the des ent
and the unvisited parts of the tree are shown in gray. The hoi e of nodes in
su h a des ent an be en oded as a string
z

z

z

z

z

w( ) 2 f(i; j ) j i; j 2 f1; 2; 3g and i 6= j g ;

(3.10)

m

z

and onsequently there are no more than 6 ways to go down through the
trees from the set ft( ) j z 2 0 g onstru ted as above.
Choose k so that
7 > 6  (#Q):
There exist 7 words z 2 0 . There exist at most 6 di erent ways to des end
through the trees ft( ) j z 2 0 g. The hoi e of k implies that there exist
distin t words z1 ; z2 2 0 su h that the sequen es w( 1) and w( 2 ) of the form
(3.10) are identi al and A rea hes the last node of the main paths of t( 1 ) and
t( 2 ) in the same state.
The trees t( i) were onstru ted so that A visits exa tly one of the leaves
asso iated with ea h node of the main path before rea hing the last node of
the main path. Thus on the way up, at ea h node of the main path A visits
exa tly the leaves that were left unvisited on its way down. Sin e the main
paths of t( 1 ) and t( 2 ) are identi al and on its way down A visited the same
sequen e of leaves in t( 1 ) and t( 2 ), it follows that A has to a ept also the
m

m

z

k

k

k

k

k

k

z

k

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z
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tree t obtained from t( 1 ) by repla ing the unvisited leaf at ea h level by the
orresponding leaf symbol of t( 2 ). However, t 62 L() be ause z1 6= z2 .
It is easy to see that the tree language L() from the proof of Theorem 3.5
an be a epted by a nondeterministi one-visit aterpillar that on an input
tree t nondeterministi ally he ks that for ea h node u on mp(t) the two
leaves asso iated with u are identi al and only after this makes a down-move
to the next node on mp(t). A similar strategy an be used by a deterministi
2-visit automaton that on a node u of mp(t) visits all hildren of u, determines
that the two leaves are identi al, and after that ontinues to the node u0 of
mp(t) that is a hild of u. (Thus the automaton enters u0 two times.)
z

z

Corollary 3.6 The family L(1-CAT) is stri tly in luded in L(2-CAT).
4

Con lusion

The main open problem remaining is whether there exist regular tree languages that do not belong to L(NCAT ). As we have argued above, we
believe the onje ture from [3℄ to be true but nding a proof for it may be
hard. Also we do not know whether the in lusion L(CAT )  L(NCAT ) is
stri t.
We have seen that two-visit aterpillars are stri tly more powerful than
one-visit aterpillars. It is not known whether any of the other in lusions in
the k-visit hierar hy are stri t. The proof of the stri t in lusion L(1-CAT) 
L(2-CAT) relied on a fooling te hnique where we were able to modify a part
of the tree that the automaton has not yet visited, so similar arguments ould
not, at least not dire tly, be used to separate higher levels of the hierar hy.
Con erning losure properties of the aterpillar tree languages, it is not
known whether L(NCAT ) is losed under omplementation [3℄. In fa t,
even the losure of L(CAT ) under omplementation remains open. We have
seen that given an arbitrary deterministi aterpillar A we an determine
whether or not A admits an in nite loop. In the negative ase, learly also
the omplement of L(A) is in L(CAT ). However, we do not know how to
onstru t a aterpillar a epting the omplement of L(A) in ase A may
reje t some inputs by entering an in nite loop. Note that L(k-CAT), k  1,
is losed under omplementation.
A further open problem is whether given A 2 CAT we an determine in
polynomial time whether or not A is a one-visit automaton.
19
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